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Following the previous successful series of 

lectures that were held relating to the rivers 

we are going to repeat the project. 

The details of the presentations are below and 

all lectures will start at 7.30 pm and take place 

in the Linklater Pavilion, Lewes Railway 

Lands, Railway Lane, Lewes, BN7 2FG 

Wednesday, 26th. September, 2012 

The River Ouse  From Source To Newhaven  

Olivia Laing 

Date To Be Arranged—Watch Website  

Chalk Streams of Sussex 

Dr Nigel Holmes 

Wednesday, 21st. November, 2012 

Chalk Formations Of The South Downs  

Dr Rory Mortimore 

Wednesday, 23rd. January, 2013 

Microbial Water Quality & The River Ouse 

Dr James Ebdon 

We hope you will join us and please feel free to 
bring your friends along too 

If you have picked up this  newsletter and have 

enjoyed reading it why not consider becoming 

a member of OART. 

WWW.OART.ORG.UK 

Please contact Neil Pringle the Ouse & Adur 
Rivers Trust Membership Secretary.  He would  
be pleased to provide further information and 

can be contacted at:- 

neil.pringle@oart.org.uk  

Linklater Pavilion 

 

OART  

OPEN DAY 

SATURDAY 

29th. SEPTEMBER 2012 

11.00 am—4.00 pm 

at 

The Sussex Wildlife Trust 

Woods Mill 

Shoreham Road 

Henfield 

BN5 9SD 

Woods Mill 
A2037 



Annual General Meeting  -  Chairman’s Report 

The AGM of the Ouse & Adur Rivers Trust was held at Plumpton Village Hall on the 11th July and we were delighted to welcome 49 members 

and guests having also received 19 apologies. The first order of the day was to approve the minutes of the last AGM held on the 8th March 

2011 and also the minutes of the EGM held on the 27th September 2011.  The Chairman asked for confirmation and they were both approved. 

The Chairman began by saying it had been an interesting and enjoyable year but as he was now in full time employment his time had recently 

become more limited; he thanked John StPierre (Sam) and Neil Pringle for the extra support they had provided. SOCS and RACS had now 

been merged into the Ouse & Adur Rivers Trust (OART) and he explained that at the last AGM it was agreed to progress a new Constitution 

but it was found that it was necessary to first address the Memorandum and Articles of Association; this was done at the EGM mentioned 

above plus the objects of the Trust were also amended to reflect the wider remit being taken in the catchment and on occasions further afield. 

Mark Davis had to step down as a Trustee in order that he could be correctly employed by OART and Ses Wright took on the role of Company 

Secretary from Sam. It was also considered necessary to increase the number of Trustee and John StPierre (Sam), John Whiting and Jim 

Smith were all formerly nominated and approved by the members. Additional Trustees will be appointed during the coming year in order to 

broaden the base of the Trust. The Chairman announced that Robin Pepper was stepping down as a Trustee and committee member after 

many years, almost from the very start of SOCS; he thanked him for all that he had contributed in that time especially his wise and calming 

council during the meetings but was delighted that Robin would still be helping with many aspects of our work including BMWP surveys, water 

testing, events etc. 

The Chairman then explained that substantial funding had been received from the Rivers Trust (RT) via DEFRA enabling OART to employ 

contractors and consultants to carry out work in the catchment. The Trust had also facilitated the approval of funds for a project by the newly 

formed Arun and Rother Rivers Trust (ARRT) to assist them at their early stage of development as they had not at that time received confirma-

tion of their charitable status. Further funds had also been received from the Environment Agency (EA) to enable the employment of Peter King 

to lead the work on the Middle Ouse Restoration of Physical Habitats project (MORPH) and additional funds have also now been agreed by the 

EA to facilitate the Adur Restoration and Physical Habitat Plan (ARPHA). In addition to this the EA made available a further £11,000.00 for 

work we are undertaking in the catchment. The Chairman thanked Sean Ashworth from the EA for his exceptional support without which OART 

could not undertake the work required for both MORPH and ARPHA. 

The monies received from both the RT and the EA have been ring fenced to be used exclusively on the above described projects and further 
physical river work so it does not impact on our members subscription income which is used exclusively for our long term core activities of 

monthly water testing, BMWP monitoring and the seasonal newsletter production etc.   

The Chairman advised that Sam, Neil and Peter King were now participants in the South East Water (SEW) Environmental Focus Group (EFG) 

which is looking at the options available to secure and improve water resources in their area going forward; these operate in five year cycles 

but are designed to impact supplies for the next 20 years plus; we have also now been approached and will participate in the same forum with 

Southern Water (SW). 

The Ouse and Adur have been designated a pilot area for implementation of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) which is being driven by 

Cat Fuller at the EA.  Robin Akers has chaired a steering group of interested parties and six sub groups have been set up to cover chosen 

areas which include coastal waters, fisheries, engagement, ground water, water quality and national river surveys; this work is proceeding but 

our Chairman has had to reduce his involvement due to other commitments.  

It is essential that OART finds additional willing volunteers if we are to continue and increase our  level of activity, so please step up to the mark 

if you are able. Sam has been organising the events we attend including the South of England Show, Connect with the Countryside, Lewes 

Societies Fair, the Railway Lands open day etc. but is now stepping down from this responsibility and we need an Events Organiser, please 

somebody volunteer. The chairman thanked Mark Davis for taking on the task force programme which is being expanding. We also need to 

improve our publicity with a dedicated publicity officer and we are pleased to say that Mary Parker has taken on the role following the meeting, 

thank you Mary. The Chairman also thanked Mike Deacon for his work as Pollution Officer; Mike has already been very active and has really 

added some ‘muscle’ to the job. 

The Chairman then thanked Val Miles for all her hard work over many years during which she has been producing the excellent and very pro-

fessional newsletter. Val also takes the minutes at the regular meetings along with those for the AGM’s which Robin emphasised was most 

certainly not an easy task. He said he really hoped she would be able to continue with her work for OART as we would be in difficulties without 

her dedication. 
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The Chairman then handed over to the Treasurer Tony Peel Cross who explained that the Trust was in a healthy financial position. Short form 

accounts were available for all attendees which showed our cash balances as at the 31st December 2011 at £88,537.84. Tony then explained 

the Income and Expenditure Account which showed a total income for the year of £139,113.43 of which £134,667.41 came from grants and 

payments for river projects, the total expenditure was £73,721.69 the major cost being money spent on the river projects. Two main questions 

were asked; first why were we holding such a large balance in the current account and it was explained that the balance was struck at a single 

point in time and it was at that point necessary to hold this balance as there were frequent and large payments to be made to contractors and 

consultants for work completed. It was also asked why the subscriptions and donations had reduced between 2010 and 2011 and it was ex-

plained that a single large donation had been received of £1,000.00 via Sam who had been awarded a prize for his services to the river move-

ment over the years; he was however allowed to keep the very nice glass vase! Full copies of the accounts are available to any members on 

request. 

The Chairman complimented Tony on his very clear report and thanked him for his very valuable contribution throughout the year and for pro-

viding such a safe pair of hands. 

Peter King, our MORPH/ARPHA officer then gave his report on the activities that he has undertaken since his appointment. He explained that 

MORPH was a partnership project between the EA, Royal Haskoning (RH) and OART. His role is to undertake landowner and stakeholder 

engagement ensuring all views are taken into account plus taking forward the agreed projects. Thirteen projects have been identified where 

either fish passage can be improved or areas could be utilised to reduce downstream flood risk. Four sites, Buxted Park, Sharpsbridge, East 

Mascalls and upstream of Sheffield Park Gardens have been identified as ‘quick win’ situations where subject to this summer’s weather work 

can be done in 2012, the other nine sites to be progressed for 2013. 

First a drop in session was held in Haywards Heath where 72 people attended and since then 160 consultations have been undertaken. Initial 

work is complete on the four quick win sites, with tender documents received and contractors soon to be appointed. Ground work is planned to 

start in August with completion by November but again subject to weather. Progress is continuing on the remaining sites in respect of consulta-

tion which will lead to detailed design, realistically Peter expects that three projects out of the remaining nine will move to completion by the 

summer of 2013. This project has enabled OART to be the face on the ground and helped us to build relationships with external stakeholder 

groups; it has also allowed OART to identify future projects and we are now able to look at the possibility of undertaking a wide range of post 

MORPH work along the river. 

The Chairman thanked Peter for his report and commented on how he had undertaken the role with tremendous energy and enthusiasm. Also 

in addition to the base responsibilities Peter had been very active in identifying other sources of grant income that OART can apply for and thus 

enable us to undertake still more work. Ses Wright then stood in for Dave Brown, who unfortunately was unwell, to speak about the DEFRA 

and WATER projects. She first mentioned the extensive gravel seeding that had been undertaken which was already proving a success with an 

increase in spawning activity.  Also in 2011 seven fish and eel passage improvement works had been completed. 2012 however is proving to 

be more complicated with the major project work being Coster’s Mill for ARRT.  This  is complicated being a listed building and having further 

difficulties over curtilage issues. 

At Buxted the 2.4 metre high weir which had been built to enable three lakes to be formed has been considerably reduced with the consent of 

the hotel and with the cooperation of the angling club but one lake was found to be leaking and needed repair. This was done; the lakes were 

monitored and found to maintain their levels via their spring feed. We are now looking at establishing a reed bed in one of the lakes.  

Robin thanked Ses for stepping in at the last minute to give the report and also for the hard work that she has undertaken since becoming in-

volved with the Trust. 

This year the Tony Barnard shield, which is awarded every year to someone or a group who have given outstanding service to the Trust, was 

awarded to Ros St.Pierre. She has for a very long time given enormous support to Sam in his work, putting up many visitors, providing meals, 

tea and coffee at all times and most importantly has assisted the Trust on many occasions via her work on the County Council. It must also be 

said that she has kept Sam sane when under considerable pressure.  Ros accepted the shield to enthusiastic applause and then thanked the 

members present..  She also took the opportunity to mention the real danger to the river and the area from the fracking licence that has been 

granted near Balcombe/ Balcombe viaduct.  Please read her article in this edition. 

The meeting concluded at 21.15 and was followed by tea, coffee and biscuits giving the members the opportunity for one to one discussions 

with the Trustees. 

The minutes of the AGM will be available to view on our web site www.oart.org.uk and can also be sent to members on request. 
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Whatever Happened To The Drought ? 

 
South East water summed it up on 9th of July “The temporary use ban restricting the use of hosepipes has been lifted with immediate effect. 
We are heavily dependent on groundwater supplies which provide 75 per cent of its water. These were at record low levels following the two-
year drought but rainfall since April means the underground aquifers are now recovering. Significant – or indeed any – recharge of under-
ground resources at this time of year is most unusual but it follows the abnormally heavy rainfall experienced since April which has finally 

brought to an end the drought after two dry winters.” (http://www.southeastwater.co.uk/pls/apex/f?p=101:506:0 ) 

Water balance in our river basins is on a rollercoaster without precedent in recent times. We have gone from one unusual situation to another. 
In June rainfall in the Adur basin was 293% of the long term average (LTA).  For the Ouse the equivalent figure was 239% this has delivered 
“exceptionally high” flows in the Adur and Ouse, 596% and 291% of LTA respectively.  Groundwater level at Beeding Hill is “exceptionally high” 
whilst that at Houndean Bottom in the Ouse valley has recovered to normal. (EA Solent and South Downs water situation report June 2012 

(http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/static/documents/Research/SSD_June_2012.pdf ) 

This dramatic situation is best illustrated by the recent history of soil moisture deficit (the difference between the amount of water actually in the 

soil and the amount of water that the soil can hold expressed in depth of water.) 

By the end of March soil in East Sussex was dryer than it had ever been at that time of year but then the rains came. Soils rapidly became 
much wetter than average. After a 
brief respite in May our soils were 
almost as wet as they have ever been 
at the end of June. Vegetation is 
more lush and cereal crops better 
than any of us would have predicted 

in the early spring. 

Unseasonably wet soils means that 
runoff after rain is greater and faster 
than usual in summer after rain. We 
can see the effects on the EA river 
l e v e l  w e b s i t e .   ( h t t p : / /
www.environment-agency.gov.uk/
h o m e a n d l e i s u r e / f l o o d s /
riverlevels/136476.aspx ) The figure 
below shows what happened to the 
Uck at Buxted Weir after overnight 
rain on 7 – 8 July. In a more normal 
year a much greater proportion of a 
summer storm would be held in the 
soil. 
 

  

Above average summer connectivity between land and water may offer new opportunities for water capture as well as new pollution risks. 
There have been worrying reports of water pollution in the Ouse/Adur basin this summer that could be attributable to farming.  If the attribution 
is correct it remains uncertain whether the pollution is due to a failure to 
comply with good practice and regulations or the fact that good practice 
and regulations based on past experience are no longer fit for pur-
pose.Of course we do not know whether the exceptional weather that 
we have seen recently is caused by climate change but a recent report 
from the Met. Office and its collaborators has presented convincing 
evidence that climate change is altering the odds on some kinds of 
extreme weather. (http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/news/releases/

archive/2012/bams-state-of-the-climate )  

In my view it would be prudent for OART and other stakeholders in our 
river basins to prepare for change by understanding better the factors 
that govern the movement of water, solids and solutes through our river 
basins. To this end we are working with the Environment Agency, 
Plumpton College, the Lewes Railway Land Wildlife Trust and academ-
ics from Brighton and Oxford to investigate connectivity in our catch-

ments. 

Tom Crossett—OART Volunteer           -5- 

Soil Mosture Deficit 
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Every month we produce a report based on the results of the chemical analysis of water samples collected from the 11 locations in the River 

Ouse catchment.  This can be viewed in full on our website. The values shown in the following graphs are the values measured this month and 

the threshold lines indicate those values set by OART They differ from the EU mandatory values but are what we think can be reasonably 

expected.    

Locations tested each month 

A River Uck - Hastingford, Hadlow 

Down  

B River Uck - A272 Road Bridge, 

Buxted 

C River Uck - Isfield Mill Stream, 

Isfield 

D Tickerage Stream - Great 

Streele, Framfield 

E Framfield Stream - Framfield 

Road, Uckfield  

F Ouse Tributary - Ketches Lane, 

nr Sheffield Green  

G Ouse Tributary - Annwood Beck, 

Nr Sheffield Green  

H Tidal Ouse - Barcombe Mills 

(Road Bridge)  

I Tidal Ouse - Hamsey Cut 

J Tidal Ouse - Willeys Bridge, 

Lewes  

K Tidal Ouse - Southease  
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Comment on the results for July 2012: 

This month’s testing was carried out with steady flows over the previous few days. The results are, again, a mixed bag with some good and 

bad. 

R. Uck sub-catchment results were a little disappointing this month, although all waters were reported to have moderate flows and a clear ap-
pearance.  The only consistently good set of readings is that for Hadlow Down.   Results from Buxted revealed a very low dissolved oxygen 
level and appreciably more phosphate and nitrate than in June results; the conductivity was also higher than the June value for Buxted.   The 
cause is not clear but the chemical signature suggests well-rotted organic matter with high BOD and low ammonia.   There were generally 
good results at Isfield Mill with the exception of the very high phosphate value; the dissolved oxygen levels were particularly good, essentially 

100% saturated.      
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June - Annual  Rainfall Observations  

June rainfall was 122 mm, compared to the 

average of 43.1 mm.   

It was the wettest month during the last 12 

months and the wettest June since 1997 

when we recorded 133 mm.   

July could well following suit.  

The other two waters in R. Uck sub-catchment, Tickerage and Framfield streams, had moderate dissolved oxygen levels. Otherwise, both had 
good readings with the exception of the moderate level of ammonia in Framfield Stream. The latter follows a high reading for ammonia in June. 

These are at odds with the WFD High Status given for ammonia in Framfield and the Good Overall Status. 

Water levels of the four tidal stretches of R. Ouse were reported to be high, with the tide running in.  The water was fairly clear, although the-
measured turbidity was high at Willey’s Bridge and Southease. All showed moderate or low dissolved oxygen levels but all had low ammon ia 
levels – apart from Southease where the chloride concentration (salinity 30 PSU) interfered with the reagent to the extent that no reading was 
possible. The reading for dissolved oxygen at Southease should also be treated with caution. Low dissolved oxygen at Hamsey and Willey’s 

Bridge, and high phosphate at Hamsey, suggest the ingress of a polluting substance somewhere downstream, perhaps below Southease. 

The results of our tests are updated every month and published on our website - www.oart.org.uk/waterquality/monthly-report.htm 

 

Pepper’s Pot Pourri 

 Freshwater Shrimps 

One of the most ubiquitous inhabitants of our streams is the Fresh Water Shrimp, Gammarus pulex.  It is said to look rather like an overgrown 
flea, hence its Latin name (pulex is Latin for flea) but I find this a bit of a stretch of the imagination.  It invariably swims about on its side and is a 
scavenger and filter feeder, removing debris from debris in the water and helping to keep it clean.  It is also important as a food source for fish, 
especially trout and grayling, water birds and water shrews.  Trout owe the pink colour of their flesh to the carotene contained in the shrimps, 

rather like the flamingos that feed on a different kind of shrimp that lives in African and South American salt lagoons.   

Several thousands shrimps per square metre are not uncommon in some waters.  They must be prolific breeders to maintain such big numbers 
in the face of so many predators.  The larger males protect their mates during and after mating by carrying them around.  The males select the 
largest females that they can manage to carry to maximise their egg production but, there is a limit and the optimum appears to be a ratio of 
1.3:1.  Samples collected from our streams contain a considerable number swimming around in pairs.  How this affects their feeding behaviour 

is not apparent. 

Some of the shrimps in the Ouse catchment are infected with a Spiny-headed worm called Polymorphus boschadis.  It appears as an orange 
spot on the side of the shrimp, where they seem to cause it no harm.  When infected shrimps are eaten by water birds the worm develops into 

the adult form which attaches itself to the lining of the intestine.  They cause anaemia and heavy infestations can cause 

serious losses. 

Other species of shrimps live in lakes, ponds and brackish water.  Of some concern are introduced species which live in 

fresh water and in  particular the Killer Shrimp (Dickerogammarus villosus), which can eliminate the native form from infested waters.   

So far they have not been found in the Ouse or Adur catchments but they can be spread by fishing tackle or boats which are not properly 
cleaned between different waters.  They do not survive for long out of the water so allowing equipment to dry for a week is sufficient to decon-

taminate it. 

Robin Pepper                                                                                                    -7- 

Gammarus pulex 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.riverfly.co.uk/riverfly_images/2009/amphipod_anatomy.png&imgrefurl=http://www.riverfly.co.uk/interesting.htm&h=521&w=720&sz=125&tbnid=LKLaO9lE6ATG2M:&tbnh=90&tbnw=124&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dgammarus%2Bpulex%2B


Rosalyn St Pierre 

Introduction 
 
I am grateful for the papers generously supplied by Professor Mike Stephenson and briefings by the Anti Fracking movements in Sussex. Any 
omissions or faults in the following will therefore be mine. 
 
Why raise the question of shale gas exploration now ? 
 
The fast drive to exploit shale gas by companies in particular Caudrilla and its parent company A J Lucas has hit the UK with significant force. 
At the same time concern about the impact on the environment has resulted in moratoriums on a national scale operating in France, Bulgaria, 
South Africa, India and in States on the eastern seaboard of the USA. 
 
The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) sells licenses for exploration on and offshore around the UK. DECC sold licenses 
some years ago including areas in West Sussex, Hampshire and of course Lancashire. Later this year licences for off-shore and most impor-
tantly East Sussex (from Crowborough to the Downs and from Arundel to Dover) will come up for sale.  Once the licences have been sold, 
people can lose the mineral rights under their properties. East Sussex County Council is the planning authority which receives applications and 
I have been fortunate in obtaining cross party support in that any application will be seen by ALL councillors and that all councillors will receive 
an unbiased briefing on the detailed impact of exploration within the County. 

 
What is shale gas exploration ?  
 
In a fracking operation a vertical shaft is sunk to a depth of 1 or more kilometres. In this area the methane gas is trapped in fine particles of 
Kimmeridge clay rather than the usual shale. The shaft may penetrate aquifers to reach the shale/clay, which normally lies below the aquifer 
level. When the shaft reaches the shale, horizontal bores are driven through it and these can be for distances of several kilometres from the 
vertical shaft.  
 
After the shale or clay is deposited two events occur. First there is the natural decay of organic matter resulting in biogenic methane near the 
surface. But at deeper levels the organic matter effectively cooks to produce thermogenic methane.  This methane lies between the fine grains 
of shale, or in our area the Kimmeridge clay. In order to release the gas, the grains must be shattered and parted and this is done by  high 
pressure water or nitrogen at 350-700 bar ( 350-700 atmospheres). 
 
Exploration for shale gas is described as unconventional , as opposed to the conventional method of driving a shaft into a well  such as for 
water or oil and pumping that to the surface. In fracking, gas is extracted by exploding rocks underground to release the gas that is trapped 
within them. 70% of the world’s surface rocks are sedimentary; 50% are shale and contain about 90% of organic matter.  
 
The use and disposal of water 
 
In order to make the water move during the fracking operation, up to 560 different chemicals may be are to make the water ‘slippery’. The petro 
chemical companies are very secretive about what chemicals they use, a point that frustrates academic research in the UK. However it is 
known that the fluid may contain glycol ether, heavy metals (zinc, chromium, nickel) arsenic, sodium, calcium, magnesium, chloride and NORM 
(Uranium and Radon). 
 
The issue for the mining companies is whether to leave the fracking fluid in place underground or extract it. (I cannot find out whether fracking 
fluid can be reused). If the fluid is left, there is an acknowledged risk that though it is possibly contained in the short-term, it may leach out in 
10, 20 or more years with disastrous results. On the other hand extraction leads to costs in secure transport, treatment and disposal of radio-
active fluids. 
 
In cases where there has been contamination at well sites (1), the findings show poor design, location and construction which include poor 
storage pits, surface casing of the wells too shallow and no or poor cement seals. 
 
The Health and Safety Executive Regulations (1995/96 ) relating to any drilling operation. highlight:- 
 Impact on water resources at the well head from fugitive fracking fluid.  
 Fugitive emissions of methane, inadequate transport or processing of gas.   
 Inadequate treatment or disposal of drill cuttings and waste waters.  
 Contamination of soil, surface or groundwater due to spills of chemicals  
 Contamination of groundwater due to mobilization of solutes or methane.   
 Contamination of groundwater due to poor well design. 
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There is a further problem in over abstraction of local water resources for 
fracking as at least 1 million gallons are required per frack. Therefore, the 
local water supply must be extremely plentiful OR water has to be imported 
to the well site. I understand South East Water is aware of this issue.  
 
I have much respect for the activists in the Anti Fracking movement and 
most particularly the local activists who drew attention to the shale gas ex-
ploration near the head waters of the River Ouse at Balcombe.   
 
The problem that faces these early campaigners  is that many of the papers 
and findings which revealed considerable pollution of water systems in the 
USA, for example, death in livestock, methane in drinking water etc. were 
not peer reviewed o nor was there any baseline data on the water systems 
prior to fracking commencing. As a result it has been difficult to actually 
prove pollution being caused by the operators. On the other hand the companies and in particular Cuadrilla appear to have been very secretive 
about the processes and outcomes of their fracking operations and they certainly would not volunteer that their operations had been less than 
environmentally sound. This is a fact I will return to later in this article. 
 
Seismic activity 
Firstly, fracking operations do result in seismic activity and this has also been detected in many types of mining in particular coal mining and   
secondly, fracking can result in tremors up to 5 on the Richter scale which would damage the Balcombe viaduct !  The fracking operations in 
Lancashire were ‘small’ earthquakes of 1.0 - 2.5. This was the main reason given to cease working at the Blackpool site. If either the seismic 
activity or subsidence allowed flowback of the fracking fluid into the aquifers or the groundwater systems, very serious pollution could occur 
and this is a point of major concern among those who currently oppose fracking in the South East. 
 
It is interesting to note that Peter Styles, Professor of Applied and Environmental Geophysics at Keele University and also an advisor to the 
government makes strong recommendations that a study of the hazards should be undertaken before fracking is considered.  
These must include…… 
Appropriate baseline seismic monitoring to establish seismicity in the area of interest. 
Identification of any possible active faults in the region using all geological and geophysical data 
Application of suitable ground motion prediction models to assess the potential impact of any induced earthquakes. 
 
To conclude: Where does this leave application in our river systems ? 
 
The attraction of shale gas exploitation was that it was not only plentiful but cheap to process.  
 
If shale gas were produced in East Sussex, water would have to be imported, as our fragile water resources can hardly cope with the existing 
demand. The EA say they will not allow any over abstraction and would implement the regulations in the Water Resources Act. 
 
Currently there are no plants for purification of used fracking fluids. The Mining Waste Directive would regulate the operations in agreement 
with the EA, but in this area fracking fluid containing the heavy metals would have to be transported elsewhere. The major problem is with the 
radioactive contamination of the fluids and thus the safe disposal of that fluid. 
 
What is crucial in my belief is that the water quality of the rivers and tributaries must be monitored immediately for naturally occurring biogenic 
methane which is found in leaching from landfill sites, agriculture etc. The amounts are normally very small in rivers.  This will then provide the 
baseline data, which was not done in the USA, so that any contamination from the thermo-genic methane will be immediately detected and will 
provide evidence for challenging the mining operators. Likewise we need evidence now that none of the chemicals used in the fracking process 
are naturally occurring anywhere in the river basins. We would need the very strongest of evidence that any treatment works used for cleaning 
this fluid are actually capable of handling large amounts of dangerous and hazardous water. 
 

Rosalyn St Pierre 

 
 
1. Dr Rob Ward (Head of Climate Change at the British Geological Survey 
  
2. Dr Tony Grayling Head of Climate Change and  
    Sustainable Development at the Environment Agency.   
 
For a view of the seminar and papers go to  www.geolsoc.org.uk/shalegas    
For a view of the economic impact www.poyry impact of unconventional gas on        
Europe. 
For a lively debate look at the huge amount of articles and comments including 
the report of the meeting at Balcombe at www.frack-off.org.uk 
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Hydraulic Fracturing or ‘Fracking’ 

A Test Drilling Site Near Blackpool 

http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/shalegas
http://www.poyry/
http://www.frack-off.org.uk/
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.earth-issues.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/fracking-diagram1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.earth-issues.com/tag/hydraulic-fracturing/&h=324&w=475&sz=23&tbnid=sKRonMGYreq1SM:&tbnh=86&tbnw=126&prev=/search%3Fq%3


 

 

May—July 

MAY 

Wet Wet Wet .... the weather not the pop group formed in the ‘80s !   

I walked along the Ouse on Saturday, 5th. May in a cold north-easterly wind.  There was a strong flow down the main Ouse.  
All the sluice gates were wide open after heavy rain.  A lone Cuckoo called and more rain was in the offing.  I spotted a Heron 
fishing but things were pretty quiet in general.  A family of recently hatched ducklings were in a ditch filled with water.  It was 

not good weather to be starting life in.   

On the 7th. I walked along a local stream where early wild flowers tried to put on a brave show in the wet conditions.  The Wild 
Garlic was in full bloom and a few Campions flowered.  I wandered along an old railway track and through woodland where I 

heard three Nightingales in full song at different points.  It was so nice to hear them as they are scarce nowadays.  The Ouse was in full flood.  

The Marsh Frogs were in full chorus near to my home the next day. 

The Task Force met on Sunday 13th. and started something new in the shape of a Habitat Survey on the Bevern.  My thanks to 
all who turned out.  On Thursday, 18th.  I walked along the banks from Hamsey to Cowlease and cleared rubbish as I went.  
Bottles and other debris get washed up and down on the tide from up-river and Uckfield.  It was so nice to see Lapwings on a 
flooded scrape on the far bank.  I watched them until my eyes turned to a Barn Owl hunting along a hedge line.  I spent the after-
noon doing a spot of quiet Trout fishing on 28th. before setting out to a noisy Parish Council meeting. I was re-elected Vice-Chairman for yet 
another year—year 34 !  I decided the village needed to look its best so I went out on 30th. to make the village tidy in readiness for the Queen’s 

Diamond Jubilee weekend.  In all I collected four sacks of litter.  

JUNE 

The 3rd. started with a thunderstorm followed by a morning of light rain.  A lot of villagers attended the unveiling by the High Sheriff of East 
Sussex of the new village sign.  The money for the sign was raised by the village fete in 2011 and the Fete Committee.   The sign features the 
Ouse, a fish with a crown, a steam engine and a bunch of herbs.  The herbs represent Nicholas Culpeper, the 17th. Century herbalist, who was 

brought up in Isfield rectory where his grandfather was a rector of St Margaret’s church. 

On the 4th. I attended the Barcombe Mills Jubilee street party with residents of Barcombe Mills.  Thank you all for inviting me.   

The South of England Show was the next event and I was on duty with fellow OART members on Thursday, 7th.  The weather was dreadful 
and it poured and poured.  We even had ducks on a puddle outside the tent !  When we returned next 
day we found our tent had completely blown down along with others.  The Fly Dressers tent was blown 

into a pond.  Nevertheless, many thanks to those who helped to man our tent.  

The Task Force continued with the Habitat Survey on the 10th. along the Uck and the Tickeridge Stream 
in Buxted then all the way down to just above Hempstead Mill.  Thank you to those who turned out and 

finished just before the rain started. 

The highlight of my day on 13th. was when Mark Davis and I watched a Barn Owl with a mouse.  No 
doubt the owl was feeding its young.  The owl returned and quartered the grass field hunting for more 
food. The proper start of the Coarse Season opened on 16th.  A few fish were caught in between the 

flood waters. 

I spent an interesting couple of hours watching a Peregrine chasing Swallows and House Martins in the Gold Bridge area of Newick.  There 
were also some Buzzards, high up on thermals, calling that familiar mewing cry.  A pair of Kingfishers flew up and down the river bank.  It was 

all so nice to see.  A few Dace showed in amongst the Starwort as did some late Mayfly. 

Monday, 5th. June was a sunny day so I walked various parts of the Ouse.  I saw a few bees 
and butterflies.  The bad weather had affected a lot of flying insects especially the dragonflies.  
I spoke to a local expert who told me of two colonies of Scarce Chaser so there was some 
good news in amongst the gloom of all the wet weather.  As I have often said, Mother Nature 

makes up for lost time. 

There was a very small flow in the Winterbourne on 30th. June.   
At the mouth of the Winterbourne I watched Mullet moving 
around.  Later on I went to the Railway Lands where there was a 

marvellous display of Blackberry blooms. 
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JULY 

I walked round the village on the 3rd. clearing up yet again !  Later as I walked along the Ouse a Heron squawked his loud displeasure at my 

arrival but to compensate a Blackcap sang sweetly to me from a riverside thicket. 

The Task Force outing on 8th. was cancelled due to very heavy overnight rain and both the Ouse and 

Adur were in full flood.  

The House Martins had built seven nests on my house and continued to work very hard from first light   
coming and going all day feeding their young broods.  I watched them in the bright early morning sun-
shine with the sun shining on their white fronts.  It is a marvel when you think they overwinter in Africa 

and then return to the same nesting sites year after year.  Truly and miracle of nature indeed. 

On the 11th. July I attended the OART Annual General Meeting.  It was good to chat with friends old and new 

after a very good meeting.  It rained heavily that evening. 

The Ouse was in full flood yet again on Sunday 15th. but the river was being given a good flush out.  Any Sea 

Trout should have had the opportunity to run right through with so much water.   

The 17th. was indeed another special day and this time in Lewes.  I watched the Olympic Torch being carried by Eddie Kidd 
across the Ouse at Cliffe Bridge.  There were huge crowds lining the streets to see the Torch go past.  I can remember the 

Summer of the London Olympic Games in 1948.  I was a very young lad and the days were sunny and warm. 

The 22nd. July started out sunny and warm so I went for walk down river to Barcombe Mills.  As I continued along the old 
railway track the smell of Meadow Sweet was overpowering.  I saw quite a number of butterflies on a patch of Knapweed.  
On Bramble flowers there were White Admirals and Painted Ladies.  Butterflies have had a very difficult year and so have 
our farmers.  I gazed at a field margin where thousands of Blue Speedwell flowers, looking like blue eyes, looked up towards 
the blue sky.  The Scarlet Pimpernels did the same thing with their red flowers wide open.  Their flowers close when there is 
a threat of rain.  Swallows and House Martins, searching for insects, swooped over the ripening corn fields and on the brooks 

I saw  Hobby.  It felt like the first day of Summer had arrived at last and I was relieved the weather was fine for Isfield Fete. 

My birthday came around again at the end of July—how the years go by ! 

Once again I close this diary with my best 
wishes to all our farmers in what has been a 
very difficult year for them.  I wish them a 
successful harvest with good results and good 

crops and thank them for all their help. 

Jim Smith 

OART Field Officer 

The tidal River Adur from Mill Hill at Shoreham—photographed by Mark Davis 
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OART EVENTS MANAGER 

OART URGENTLY NEEDS A VOLUNTEER TO TAKE ON THE MANAGEMENT OF EVENTS & SHOWS  TO 
START  2013.  WITHOUT AN EVENTS MANAGER OART WILL NOT BE ABLE TO ATTEND ANY FURTHER 

EVENTS AFTER THIS YEAR. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT SAM ST. PIERRE 

01273  400093 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED   

TO HELP WITH WATER QUALITY 

TESTING ONCE A  MONTH 

PLEASE CONTACT 

SAM ST.PIERRE 01273 400093 
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nor of the trustees and responsibility cannot be accepted for opinions herein.’ 

 

 

 

 


